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1. Look at the sources below. They give information about intensive farming and its

effects.

Source A  
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1. (continued)

Source B More food, cheaper food

Source C Weeds and wildlife
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Arable (crop) land occupies nearly 30% of Britain’s surface.  Arable

farmers have always had to deal with difficult weather, poor soils and

often steep slopes.  Perhaps the greatest challenge though, was the battle

with the many “weeds” in the crops.

Weeds still cause major crop losses, and some arable farmers wonder

whether it is worth conserving any wild plants on arable land.  Until

recently, only a few botanists worried about the disappearance of these

plants.  This has changed now that familiar plants such as Cornflower,

Poppy, Pansy and Corn Marigold have become very rare.  Arable land

has a reputation for being a desert for wildlife.  However, if hedgerows

are kept, they create a rich habitat for plants, animals and birds.

Modern intensive agriculture in the UK started in the 1940s.  Farmers

got large subsidies from the government, at huge cost to the taxpayer.

This resulted in a rapid increase in the use of artificial fertilisers and

chemical pesticides.  Increasing farm mechanisation led to the removal of

hundreds of miles of hedgerows and dykes which formed the old field

boundaries.  It also led to problems in disposing of the huge surpluses of

grain and milk which had been created.  

Since then, the average crop yield has increased by more than fifty

percent.  The consumer has cheaper food than ever before and its quality

is more consistent and arguably better.  Eggs are cheap and chicken, once

regarded as a luxury, is an everyday food.

In the last thirty years, the share of the average household’s budget spent

on food has fallen from twenty percent to nine percent.  This is not just

because food is cheaper.  People are much better off.
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1. (continued)

QUESTIONS

(a) Using all the sources, summarise the effects of intensive farming on the

environment.

(b) Using the sources, describe the social and economic effects of intensive

farming.

(c) Organic farming is an alternative to intensive farming.

From your own knowledge, describe the advantages and disadvantages of

organic farming for the consumer and the environment.

(d) In recent years it has become more difficult for farmers to make a profit.

Many have had to find other ways of making money from their land without

farming.

From your own knowledge, describe in detail some of these other ways of

making money.
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2. Look at the sources below.  They give information about the tourist industry in

Scotland compared to other industries.

Source A
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2. (continued)

Source B

Source C Doon the watter

Virgin Airlines plans to introduce “space tourism”, offering short flights

into space using rockets or specially adapted aircraft.  Although these

flights would be hugely expensive, the company says there is a demand for

such holidays.  They plan to use an RAF airfield near Elgin, in the north

of Scotland.

Local reaction has been mixed.  Some find the idea ridiculous; others see

advantages both to the area and their own businesses.  Hoteliers, in

particular, are enthusiastic.  One said, “We cannot rely forever on middle-

aged people coming for a quiet fortnight or for the fishing.  It’s all

weekend breaks and stag parties now.”

Local councillors see the chance for massive investment in the area.  This

would increase employment in the building and tourist industries.  One

said, “This will really put us on the map and give us a new image.”

Not everyone agrees.  An appalled resident wrote to the local paper, “This

is not Cape Canaveral!  We already have off-road 4×4 tracks and paint-ball

arenas.  They only seem to cater for the young car-owner these days.

Where will it all end?”

Fifty years ago, Rothesay, on the Firth of Clyde, was the main destination

for Glasgow holidaymakers.  They had the “Fair Fortnight” for their

annual break, when almost everyone had the same time off.  Hardly anyone

went abroad in those days.  Most went to Rothesay’s cheaper lodging

houses or rented a tenement flat for the whole family.  They travelled by

boat from the city—sometimes huddled together on the deck in the rain.

Rothesay then had a theatre, cinema and dance-hall together with an open-

air swimming pool.  Only the brave or fool-hardy braved the filthy waters

of the Firth of Clyde.
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2. (continued)

QUESTIONS

(a) From Source A, describe the main differences between employees in the

tourist industry and those in other industries in Scotland.

(b) Many employees in the tourist industry are people from foreign countries

like Australia who are travelling around Scotland.

From your own knowledge, give reasons why:

(i) these people are attracted to employment in the tourist industry, and

(ii) employers find it convenient to employ such people.

(c) Using the sources, describe how the tourist industry in Scotland has

changed over the years.

(d) From your own knowledge, explain the objections that some people might

have to the “space tourism” plans outlined in Source B.

[Turn over for Question 3 on Pages eight and nine
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3. Look at the sources below.  They give information about migration into and from

Scotland.

Source A

In 2006, over 23 000 people came to live in Scotland.  Of these, almost 9000

came from the rest of the UK.  Many of the others came from East European

countries which joined the European Union in 2004.
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Migrants from Eastern Europe
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3. (continued)

Source B

Source C

QUESTIONS

(a) Using the sources, describe the typical Eastern European immigrant to

Scotland.

(b) From your own knowledge, describe the advantages that immigrants can

bring to a country.

(c) From the sources, give examples of problems that immigrants might face in

their new country.

(d) Look at the map in Source A.

From your own knowledge, give reasons to explain why Scots emigrated to

the countries shown on the map.

[END OF QUESTION PAPER]
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Approximately 60% of East European migrants are employed in hospitality

and catering, agriculture, the building trades and food processing.

Employers in these sectors say they prefer migrant workers in comparison to

Scottish workers.  Migrants work longer hours for lower wages, accepting

this since wages are higher than back home.  By saving hard, they can return

home much richer.  Local councils, however, complain that they are faced

with many extra costs, eg translation services, because of foreign workers.

Many seasonal workers, eg fruit pickers, live in substandard, overcrowded

accommodation.  A lot of their wages goes on rent.  Some have returned

home permanently after promises of good wages turned out to be false.

Employers often do not tell them their employment rights.  Many migrants

are college graduates, overqualified for the work they do.  Most are young

males with no family and some say that working long hours means they spend

less.  The increase in cheap flights means they can afford to go home for a

holiday and then return to their work in Scotland.  The Polish economy,

meanwhile, is suffering a skills shortage as many of their best workers have

gone abroad.

Scottish graduates have always made homes and careers abroad.

Traditionally, many science graduates emigrated to Australia and New

Zealand.  Now it is graduates in English who are going to China, which wants

to develop the language skills of its technological workforce.  Graduates teach

in Chinese universities on long-term contracts.  In turn, Chinese students,

once they are fluent in English, may well work abroad.

Only 36 000 Britons live in China, which is a vast country.  Many newly-

arrived Britons feel a sense of loneliness after the initial novelty of the

different culture wears off.  They struggle to understand the complexities of

the Chinese language.
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